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Establish
Builds the foundations 

to make things happen

Excite
Drives awareness 

and enthusiasm

Equip
Gives people the 

knowledge and skills

Embed
Keeps the project alive

Inform’s approach



The advent of cloud computing…

▪ Many organisations have not pivoted their IT function to 

capitalise upon Cloud Computing and focus on delivering 

improved experiences to users, whilst improving Information 

management and security.

▪ Users are often confused as to ‘what to use when’, and where 

to store their information. 

▪ Unapproved insecure technologies such as WhatsApp or 

Google preferred due to perceived ‘ease of use’ thus 

multiplying organisational risks.

▪ The lack of Evergreen planning prevents organisations from 

capitalising on Office 365. Often policies and working 

practices lag the capabilities presented by the platform. 

Similarly, compulsory change happens but it is not managed.

▪ Neither Service Management nor governance has changed to 

recognise the new opportunities and challenges of IT.

Early learning from assurance



Often…

▪ The organisation does not understand the role of Teams. No 

strategic decisions have been made on ways of working and 

what to use when. 

▪ Or, If they have, they aren’t correctly communicated to users to 

help them understand what to Start-Stop-Do Differently

▪ Policies lag technology. Where policies exist, they are out of 

date, with not owners or review cycle

▪ The information policy does not describe ‘what to store where’, 

nor does it take advantage of the Security and Compliance 

platform of Office 365 in order to secure information, prevent 

leaks, and help users to adhere to organisational policies

▪ The lack of pro-active management and automation results in 

a risk of Teams sprawl with neither the Teams, nor the 

Information appropriated managed

What does this mean for Teams?



We have devised our Cloud Collaboration 
Framework 

We have devised our Cloud Collaboration 

Framework (CCF) to help organisations 

understand the non-technical elements of 

operating a cloud based collaboration and 

productivity solution such as Microsoft 365.

CCF is our system for deriving best practice in 

the effective operation of Microsoft 365.

Cloud solutions are evergreen, and therefore 

present both a challenge and an opportunity. 

Organisations must be able to absorb the 

near constant change that cloud productivity 

brings and should take advantage of these 

capabilities to improve the organisations 

information management and security and 

improve the working lives of its users.

Our Cloud Collaboration Framework



▪ Governance 

Introducing the elements of the Cloud Collaboration Framework

▪ Information architecture 

▪ Information management 

▪ Ways of working 

▪ Evergreen

▪ Change management 



Governance

Corporate Information Service



Questions



Free of charge envisioning session with one of our 
governance experts 

To book contact 
natasha.bradley@theinformteam.com

Next steps 



▪ Cloud Collaboration Framework review: ‘Paper’ 

based

▪ Discovery with Cloud Collaboration Framework: 

‘Paper’ plus people interviews 

Recommendations



Free of charge envisioning session with one of our 
change experts 

To book contact 
natasha.bradley@theinformteam.com

Next steps 


